FACEBOOK, GOOGLE and TWITTER Charged with being
“FAKE NEWS SITES” that censor the news on behalf of their
crazy CEO’s
By Honor Lee – Hollywood Reporter Public Blog
The Cartel formed by FACEBOOK, GOOGLE/YOUTUBE and TWITTER is trying to cut off revenue
for anyone using their sites that the CEO’s of those companies don’t agree with.
The Silicon Valley Cartel has gotten together to agree to say that any news sites that Google’s Eric
Schmidt and Larry Page don’t agree with is “Fake News”.
The labeling of the truth as “fake news” is a long-standing political tradition but the FACEBOOK,
GOOGLE/YOUTUBE and TWITTER Silicon Valley Mafia are using a hundred billion dollars of
software and device control to try to brain-wash the public into believing that anything that Silicon
Valley doesn’t tell you isn’t true.

Google, Facebook Mafia move to restrict ads on
news sites that are not DNC approved

The Google logo adorns the entrance of Google Germany headquarters in Hamburg, Germany July 11,
2016. REUTERS/Morris Mac Matzen
•
By Julia Love and Kristina Cooke | SAN FRANCISCO
Alphabet Inc's Google (GOOGL.O) and Facebook Inc (FB.O) on Monday announced measures aimed
at halting the spread of (the truth) on the internet by targeting how some purveyors of (non-DNCmanipulated) content make money: advertising.
Google said it is working on a policy change to prevent websites that (tell the truth) from using its
AdSense advertising network, while Facebook updated its advertising policies to spell out that its ban
on deceptive and misleading content applies to everything (that Zuckerberg thinks is right-wing.)
Censorship by Google - Wikipedia
... and analysis is acceptable". The sites removed from Google News remain accessible from Google's
main search page as normal.
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Internet censorship in China - Wikipedia
Internet censorship in China is extreme due to a wide variety of laws and administrative regulations.
More than sixty Internet regulations have been created by the ...
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Trump left out of Google search for …
Google has restored Donald Trump as the Republican candidate for the presidential election after an
earlier search left him off.
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Google Censorship - Huffington Post
(Reuters) - Google Inc GOOGL.O GOOG.O on Thursday reversed its decision to remove several links
to stories in Britain's Guardian newspaper, underscori.
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BUSTED: Google News Censors Articles About YouTube Censorship
About a month ago, I caught Google News censoring news about a shooting at a Black Lives Matter
rally, and then shortly after, I busted them ...
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Google Now Censoring Trump From Internet » Alex Jones' Infowars ...
Google Now Censoring Trump From Internet ... According to Spectre, blocking news coverage of
Donald Trump will “give concerned citizens ...
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Censorship war: Website unmasks links Google is blocking from ...
A subversive website has been launched to keep track of news and other webpages Google has
“censored” from the search engine's index, ...
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Google Is Censoring Search Results About ... - Fox News Insider
Google is being accused of burying internet searches about Hillary Clinton's health.
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censorship news headlines - censorship News
The censorship of anti-Hillary: Email leaks show Hillary's ties with Google and Facebook .... Google
censorship news, articles and information:.
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Google, Facebook, Reddit are run by a bunch of 'left-wing guys ...
Meanwhile, the news aggregator website Reddit, which bills itself as a bastion of free speech, was
accused of censorship by users who said ...
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ABC Censors 'Embarrassing' Leaks of Hillary...
ABC's morning and evening newscasts, as of Saturday morning, have yet to report on the Friday
release of purported excerpts from some of Hillary Clinton's speeches to ...
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